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STROMBOG TABLE  Designed for both indoor and outdoor use, the Stromborg table is constructed using a die-cast aluminum frame with steel legs and offered in a variety of refined table top surfaces. The fresh clean lines of the table are complemented by subtle details found throughout the table’s design, including a floating top and rails underneath that are available in a multitude of bright and bold colors. With so many options and sizes, the Stromborg table’s versatility ensures it has a home in any space and style.

DANIEL STROMBORG  Daniel Stromborg’s young, but already robust career is informed by a variety of evolving professional interests. After studying pre-med and comparative literature at the University of Montana, Stromborg fell into object design and furniture making. He briefly studied Interior Architecture at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, before moving to Los Angeles to study Environmental Design at The Art Center of Design in Pasadena. After stints with digital-imaging pioneer April Greiman and furniture designer Richard Holbrook, Stromborg worked with designer Don Chadwick. Accordingly, his first introduction to Knoll product design came while he worked as Lead Designer on Chadwick’s Spark Series. Stromborg left Chadwick’s studio to pursue his own projects full-time and collaborated with Knoll to create the Stromborg Table. He is currently working with his studio—The Creative Common.